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A page on the Sybase
website introduces the
C_Enterprise relational

database, formerly known
as Sybase, and states
that: 'C_Enterprise is...
Agile tools for creating,
testing, deploying and

monitoring high-
performance concurrent

SQL server applications in
a distributed... Efficient
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high-performance
scalability supports larger

data volumes and join
opportunities.... SQL

Monitor is the industry's
leading management

application for tracking
the status of SQL

instances in a multi-
server... In 1996, the

Sybase ASE 10 relational
database was re-
engineered into a

multitier,... You can
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migrate data between
Oracle, SQL Server,

MySQL, and Sybase, and
we ensure that

applications built on...
Access system services,
monitor system events,
and view the behavior of

individual Oracle
instances with Sybase

C_Monitor... The
company's ASE product
was introduced as the

first reliable and
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affordable edition of
Sybase, and Sybase ASE

15.7 is... It is an
extremely fast and secure
database server for large
scale applications or as a.
..../images/stories/articles/
Sybase_ae15.pdf.. Sybase

is a relational database
server that is widely used
in a variety of customer

applications, and its most
popular version is...
C_Enterprise is the
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fastest, most secure
relational database server

for large scale
applications.... SQL Server

is a reliable, high
performance, multi-tier

relational database
system. It is ideal for

customer applications in a
multitude of industries,

especially in the
following... Sybase

provides the following in-
house relational
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databases: ASE, ASE AD,
ASE CE, ASE I, ASE II, ASE

OL...'SQL Server' has
become an acronym for

three products: SQL
Server; SQL Server...

Database is the database
engine; ASE database;

ASE connectivity; ASE I or
ASE II, ASE OL or ASE...

Sybase ASE has long been
the fastest, most secure
relational database for

large scale applications in
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